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ABSTRACT 
One aspect of the inverse M-matrix problem can be posed as follows. Given a 
positive n X n matrix A = (aii) which has been scaled to have unit diagonal elements 
and off-diagonal elements which satisfy 0 < y < aii < x < 1, what additional element 
conditions will guarantee that the inverse of A exists and is an M-matrix? That is, if 
A-‘=I?=($), then bii>O and bij<O for i#i. If n=2 or x=y, then no further 
conditions are needed, but if n > 3 and y < x, then the following is a tight sufficient 
condition. Define an interpolation parameter s via x2 = sy + (1 - s) y’; then B is an 
M-matrix if s-l > n - 2. Moreover, if all off-diagonal elements of A have the value y 
except for uji = aii = x when i = n - 1, n and 1 s i Q n - 2, then the condition on s is 
both necessary and sufficient for B to be an M-matrix. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to give necessary conditions and also 
sufficient conditions for a positive n X n matrix to have an inverse which is 
an M-matrix; that is, the diagonal elements of the inverse are positive and 
the off-diagonal elements are zero or negative. Such a positive matrix will be 
called an “inverse M-matrix”. Nonnegative matrices can also be inverse 
M-matrices, but the zeros are only those associated with reducibility. 
Since positive scaling does not effect the signs of the elements in either a 
matrix or its inverse, one can scale a positive matrix to have unit diagonal. 
If the matrix is not symmetric, then the matrix can be further normalized so 
as to minimize the size of the largest off-diagonal element. Necessary 
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conditions for the positive matrix to be an inverse M-matrix guarantee that 
all off-diagonal elements can be scaled to be less than one. The necessary 
conditions arise from a precise characterization of the 3 x 3 case and the fact 
that all principal submatrices of an inverse M-matrix are also inverse 
M-matrices. 
The main result of this paper gives a tight sufficient condition for a 
normalized matrix to be an inverse M-matrix. A class of matrices is given for 
which the sufficient condition is also necessary. Also, a normalized Gauss- 
Jordan algorithm is introduced, and it is shown that if A = (a,) is a normal- 
ized inverse M-matrix, then the symmetric products u$%~“‘) decrease as m 
increases. This provides an a priori positive lower bound for the determinant 
of a normalized inverse M-matrix. Finally a worst-case analysis of the 
normalized Gauss-Jordan algorithm is presented. 
It is the M-matrix class rather than the inverses of these matrices which 
has been most extensively studied (see e.g. [3], [8], [lo], and references cited 
in these). The paper by Markham [6] is concerned explicitly with properties 
of inverse M-matrices. The class of M-matrices plays an important role in 
various aspects of numerical algebra. For example, in applying a Gaussian 
elimination algorithm to an M-matrix, one can stably pivot down the 
diagonal in any order. Also, iterative procedures such as Gauss-Seidel and 
block Gauss-Seidel will converge at a rate which can be estimated via 
Gerschgorin discs [9] and by the Perron root of nonnegative matrices [8, p. 
301. M-matrices arise as cost model matrices in economics and as coefficient 
matrices in the analysis of resistive networks as well as in the numerical 
solution of certain types of differential equations. 
Inverse M-matrices have not arisen in a direct way to any great extent, 
but characterizing properties of these matrices has a strong intrinsic value 
because of the practical importance of M-matrices. Also, with more emphasis 
being placed on inverse physical problems and on regularizing ill-posed 
problems (see e.g. [l], [2], and [7]), inverse M-matrices can and should play a 
more important direct role in mathematical modeling and problem solving. 
For example, one might be dealing with 
g(u)= lbK (U,~)f(~)~~> 
where one is given the positive function K (u, u) and noisy information about 
g(u), and one seeks a best estimate for f(u), In discrete form this yields 
Af= g, where A is a positive n X n matrix and g is obtained from g(u) by 
smoothing. If within the uncertainties of the formulation and of the data 
there is an A which is an inverse M-matrix, then it is desirable to make this 
restriction, Then A - i would behave like a discrete version of a differential 
operator. 
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PRELIMINARIES 
In the rest of the paper we shall be dealing with various submatrices of a 
given n x n matrix A = (u,~) and with determinants of certain square sub- 
matrices of A. This discussion is made simpler by systematic use of ordered 
index subsets of the basic index set 
N=(1,2 ,..., n). (1) 
We adopt a convention using index sets as subscripts. Thus we denote 
A = ( uii) = uNN, i,jEN. (2) 
If K, L c N, then a,, denotes the submatrix of A consisting of rows K and 
columns L. In particular, a,, is row i of A and uhri is column j. A special 
notation is introduced for principal and almost principal submatrices and 
their determinants. Let (K, i, i) = (L, i) c N; then 
is an almost principal submatrix, whereas ujj cK) = uCL) is a principal submatrix. 
We denote the determinant of uli;“) by Al:), and of ail”) by AIf) or by A@). 
Let N=(Z,J) and 
where bNN = a&; then 
b= ( aII - a& hI) - lT 
alI=(b,-bIlb~lb,I)-l, 
bI, = - aI; ‘a&,, 
b,I = - b,, a,, aI; l. 
(4 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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If 6 (A) denotes the determinant of A, then 
(8) 
Thus for almost principal minors we have 
Let M = (L, j) = (K, i, j), bMM = ai&, and xLi = a,Z’u,i; then 
bii = A? )/ACM ), 
- bii = Ai; )/ACM 1, 
(10) 
(11) 
,..=A!r<)/A!r<) 
‘1 8, II 
(Cramer’s rule). (12) 
We now present some known facts about pairs of n x n matrices (A, B) 
where A is a positive matrix and B =A-’ is an M-matrix. Let (Z,J) be a 
proper partition of N; then a,, = ( bII - b,,b,; lb,,) - ’ and a,, - aIla,; ‘uIJ = b,; ’ 
are both inverse M-matrices if uhrhi s. All principal minors of both A and B 
are positive. We have [6] 
since for j = J, a,, - ‘uIf = - bIibi; ’ > 0, and thus (13) is established one index at 
a time for J. Thus all almost principal minors of an inverse M-matrix are 
nonnegative, i.e., for all (K, i, j) C N, 
A!K’>O. '1 (14 
3 X 3 CASE AND SCALING 
Given a positive n X n matrix A = (aii), we can transform it into a matrix 
with unit diagonal via the scaling 
aijcUif/ [ aiiaif]1’2 
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This preserves symmetry if it exists and leaves invariant the signs of the 
elements in A and A - ‘, 
THEOREM 1. If A = (qj) is a positive n x n matrix with unit diagonal 
and A -’ = B = (b..) is an M-matrix, then for all distinct triples (i, j, k) in N, ‘1 
aii - aikakj > 0, 
1 - u,,a, > 0. (16) 
Proof, We shall show that (15) and (16) are both necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the case n = 3. The theorem then follows from the 
fact that all principal submatrices of an inverse M-matrix are inverse 
M-matrices. Let M = (1,2,3), and let ai; = b,,; then for (i, j, k) any per- 
mutation of (1,2,3) we have 
bii = 
1 - ajkaki 
A(M) ’ 
r!? = 
aii - uikaki 
‘1 1 - aikak, ’ 
(17) 
(19) 
(20) 
The following identity together with (15) and (16) enables us to show that 
ACM) > 0: 
a,, = r!k) + +T&‘. 
r, ‘I (21) 
Thus (21), (15), and (16) imply that aii > rf’ and that 
1 - r!k)r!k) > I- a,.a,. > 0 '1 1' ‘1 1’ ’ (22) 
This establishes that ACM) > 0 and that bMM is an M-matrix if (15) and (16) are 
satisfied. The conditions (15) and (16) are also clearly necessary. n 
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Assume that u,,,~ is a positive matrix with unit diagonal whose off-diago- 
nal elements satisfy (15) and (16). If uii = uii, then uii = uii = [uiiuji]1/2 < 1. 
However, if a,, is not symmetric, then there is one more stage of scaling to 
be considered-namely, the determination of positive di, i EN, so that 
III+~ diqidi- ’ = minimum for d,>O, kEN. 
The quantities uiiuji and uikuki/uii remain invariant under the scaling, as do 
all diagonal elements and cycle products 
‘K = uk,k,“k,k, * ’ ’ ubk,> 
where K = (k,, k,, . . . , k,) is a set of p distinct indices in N. Repeated applica- 
tion of (15) followed by (16) shows that 
‘K G c(k,,kJ< 1. 
Thus every cycle product has a value less than one, and this is both the 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of d,>O [4, p. 4231 such 
that 
(24) 
Let ai! = diuiidi-‘; then max(u,$u;i) > [u&]‘~~= [uiiuji]1/2 for all i# j, and 
hence 
min max diuiidj 
1 &>O_ i#f 
-11 > Inl [ uipjJ’2, 
where the equality is achieved if and only if uiiuikuki = uikukiuji for all distinct 
triples (i, j, k). In this case di = [~~~/a~,]‘/~ gives the optimal scaling, and the 
resulting matrix is symmetric. We say that a positive matrix a,, has property 
Pxy if it has unit diagonal and for i#i 
0 < y < uii < x < 1. (25) 
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SUFFICIENT zy CONDITION 
It follows from Theorem 1 that if x2 < y and uMN has property P,.,, then 
every 3 ~3 principal submatrix of a,, is an inverse M-matrix. 
condition is not sufficient even for the 4X4 case, as the following 
shows. Let 
i 
1 y x x 
A=Y l “; 
x x 1 y 
x x y 1 
then the critical condition is the nonnegativity of 
A& 2) = 
1 Y x I I Y 1 x = y(l- y2)-2x2(1- y). x x Y 
This xy 
example 
(26) 
(27) 
Since 0 < y < 1, the determinant is nonnegative if and only if 2x2 < y + y2, 
which is a stricter condition than x2 & y. 
Before stating the basic sufficient condition which is valid for all n, we 
consider a special case of P,.y, namely P,,, such that for if i, aii = u, where 
0 < u < 1. In matrix form we have 
A=(l-u)Z+ueer, (28) 
where Z is the identity matrix, e is the column vector of ones, and eT is the 
row vector of ones. Let A - ’ = B = bNN; then for i # j, i, i EN, we have 
hii= -u(l-u)-‘(I+(~-l)u)-‘<o, (29) 
b,,=(l-u)-‘+bij>O, (30) 
(31) 
(32) 
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Thus B is an M-matrix which is strictly diagonally dominant, and A is an 
inverse M-matrix. 
THEOREM 2. Assume 0 < y < x < 1 and that A = aivN is a positive n X n 
matrix with property Pxy as indicated in (25). Let the interpolation parame- 
ter, s, be defined by 
?=sy+(l-s)y? (33) 
Zf n=2, or if n>3 and 
S -‘an-2, (34) 
then the inverse a,-,’ exists and is a strictly diagonally dominant (both by 
rows and by columns) M-matrix. Moreover the sum of all the elements of 
a$ satisfies 
n[l+(n-1)x1-l <e’a{de<n[l+(n-l)y]-l. (35) 
The condition (34) is tight for n > 4, since it is also necessary for the case 
where all off-diagonal elements have the value y except for aii = aii = x when 
l<i<n-2andi=n-1,n. 
Proof. The theorem is established by induction on n. The case n = 2 is 
straightforward and is omitted. 
Znduction step. Assume n > 3, and let k, 1 be any two distinct indices in N 
with N= (J, k,l) = (K, 1). By the induction hypothesis, if s-r > m-2 and 
2<m<n,thena,& is a strictly diagonally dominant M-matrix for any set M 
of m distinct indices in N, and (35) is satisfied with N and n replaced by M 
and m respectively. Since J and K are particular cases of M with m= n-2 
and m = n - 1 respectively, we have a,; ‘e > 0 and aUa,;’ > 0. The later 
inequality is a special case of (13), since a,, is an inverse M-matrix. 
We wish first to show that 
By (8), (9), and (1% 
(39) 
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Also, if a, = eTa,F1e, then y%, < a Id a ,l’a,j < x”u, for i = k, 1. By hypothesis 
S -‘> n-2, where x’=sy+(I-s) y2, so 
o= y2+s( y- y")- x2< y”+(n-2)_‘( y- y2)-x2=*-1( y-q. 
where 
7=(n-2)[1+(n-3) y]-‘. (40) 
Thus from the above and (35) 
tively, 
with J and n -2 replacing N and n respec- 
ak, - akJ% II - ‘a > y - x2aJ > y - x27 > 0 
and 
1 - akla,F ‘alk > 1 - x”a, > 1 - y > 0; 
that is, ckl > 0. Since k is any index in K, we have aiiaKI > 0, so (38) is 
established. By the induction hypothesis e ‘ai; > 0, so 
1 - a~,a,-,‘a,, > 1 - x25- + = [l+(n-2) y]-l[(l- y)+(n-l)( y-x2)]>0, 
where 7+ is obtained from 7 by replacing n by n + 1. The last inequality 
follows because y < 1 and s - ’ > n - 2 > 1 implies y - x2 > 0. Since by 
hypothesis a,, is an inverse M-matrix, AcK) > 0 and 
AcN ) = ACK ‘( 1 - a, aiiaKI ) > 0, (41) 
b,, = ACK ),‘ACN) > 0, (42) 
bKI = - agkaKIbN < 0. (43) 
Since k,l are arbitrary distinct indices in N, we have established that aNN is 
an inverse M-matrix. 
The next step is to establish strict diagonal dominance for bNN = a;:. 
From (42) and (43) we have 
(44) 
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By the induction hypothesis and the fact that aNN has been shown to be an 
inverse M-matrix, we have e Tak2 > 0, aiiaKI > 0, and yx < alKa&aKKI < xz, 
where 
z= e Ta,-,'aK,> 0. 
Thus there is a scalar u = u(alK) such that y < u < x and 
(46) 
Let a, = e 'a&e; then 
since erbN, decreases as z increases. With r and r + given in (40) and its 
sequel we have that 
x2< y/r ==a x<l/T+, (47) 
since [1/r’]2-[y/7]=R/[(n-1)2(n-2)], n>3, and 
R=(l- y)( (n-2)+ [(n-2)“-(n-l)] y) >O. 
The conclusion of (47) is valid because the left side of the implication follows 
from x2= sy+(l-s) y2 and s-l>/ n-2. Thus 
and erbNl > 0. In a similar way we have b,e > 0. Since 1 is any index in N, 
we have that a;; is strictly diagonally dominant both by rows and by 
columns. 
The last part of the induction argument consists of establishing (35). The 
update formula is given by 
=u + (l-eTa,-,‘aKl)(l-alKa~~e). 
uN K 
1 - %&2aKl 
(48) 
By an analysis similar to that used in establishing that e QNr > 0 it can be 
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shown that aa,/ au,, aa,/ au,, < 0. Replacing a,, by ye r, ulK by ye, and uK 
by II+ (n - 2) y]-‘(n - 1) yields the upper bound in (35). The lower bound 
follows in a similar fashion. This completes the proof of the condition (35) 
but we shall establish (35) also by means of the method of modified matrices, 
since it provides a different insight, As before, let k,Z be any two distinct 
indices inAN. Assume CkI E 1 y, x], cikl # ukkl, and ciii = uii otherwise. Let bNN = 
a;; and bNN = ci&; then 
where 
a 
p= 1+ap,, 
,& = - b,k 2 0, (51) 
a = a,, - a,,. (52) 
We have for N= (J, k, I) that 
This follows by expanding each determinant along the kth row. The de- 
nominator in (50) is positive, since a,vv and GNN are both inverse M-matrices 
and the right side of (53) is AcN)(l + a&). Let cr= e sNN, r= bme, and 
uN = e Tb,,e; then the corresponding quantities are calculated for the mod- 
ified inverse via the formulas 
-T c = c T + pc,b,, 
i= r+pqb,,, (55) 
(56) 
Since dp/h = (1+ (r&-‘>O and (Y = uk. - &, eN has its smallest value 
when G,.. = x and its biggest value when (ikl = y. The bounds in (35) then 
follow by setting all off-diagonal elements equal to x for the lower bound 
and to y for the upper bound. 
The last part of the theorem consists of exhibiting a special positive n x n 
matrix whose off-diagonal elements lie on the closed interval [ y, x] and for 
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which the condition (34) is both necessary and sufficient for the given matrix 
to be an inverse M-matrix. We shall consider a broader class of matrices, and 
the special matrix will be the worst case in this class. Let a, b,c E [ y,x], 
where the s in (33) satisfies s- ’ > n - 2. Let N= (K,L), where K = 
(U,..., k), L = (k+ 1,. . . , n), n=k+l, and Z<l< k<n-2. Let 
and let bNN = u;,,! be partitioned in the same way. Let i,i be any two distinct 
indices in K, and p,q be any two distinct indices in L. The diagonal elements 
of A have value one, and 
aii = aji = u, (57) 
upq = ayp = c, (58) 
a,,=a,,=b. (59) 
The corresponding formulas for the elements of bNN are 
bii= -(l-a)- 
p[l+(l-l)c]-lb2 
d ’ PO) 
bii=(l-a)-‘+bij, (61) 
bpq= -(l-c) 
_,c[l+(k-l)a]-kb2 
d (62) 
b,,r,=(l-c)-l+bPq’ 
hip = bpi = - b/d, 
(63) 
(64) 
where 
d=[l+(k-l)a][l+(Z-l)c]-klb2. (65) 
We have d-1{c[l+(k-l)a]-kb2}=(1-c)[l+(k-l)a]>O. Thus if 
c[l+(k-l)a]-kb%O, 
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then d > 0, bp4 < 0, and bw > 0, hip = bpi < 0. Also, if 
a[l+(Z-l)c]-Zb’>O, 
thenbii(Oandb,,>O.Theworstcaseis1=2,k=n-2,a=c=y,andb=r. 
For this worst case s - ’ > n - 2 in (33) is the necessary and sufficient 
condition for A to be an inverse M-matrix. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2. n 
The sufficient conditions in Theorem 2 permitted the off-diagonal ele- 
ments to assume arbitrary values on the closed interval [ y,x], and the price 
one pays is that for large n we must have y close to x. The following example 
shows that closeness of x and y is not a necessary condition for large inverse 
M-matrices. Let a be a given parameter where 0 < a < 1. We exhibit only the 
4x4 case of a circulant inverse M-matrix and its inverse, since the other 
cases have the same structure: 
[a a2 a3 1 ] 
1 -a 0 0 
fj=A-‘=(l-a4)-1 “0 k -4 _t I 
-a 0 0 1 
For the nxn case we have that x=a and y=a*-‘-0 as n-co. 
NORMALIZED GAUSS-JORDAN ALGORITHM 
We now consider necessary and sufficient conditions, based on a normal- 
ized version of the Gauss-Jordan algorithm, for a positive matrix to be an 
inverse M-matrix. There is a characterization of M-matrices via triangular 
factorization: let B = (bij) be an n x n matrix and B = LU, where L is lower 
triangular and U is unit upper triangular; then B is a nonsingular M-matrix if 
and only if each of the matrices B, L, U has positive diagonal elements and 
zero or negative off-diagonal elements. The corresponding situation for 
inverse M-matrices is different. The diagonal elements of the triangular 
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factors must be positive and the off-diagonal elements must be nonnegative, 
but these conditions together with the positivity of the given matrix are not 
sufficient, as the following 3 X 3 example shows. Let 
1 
a 
1 
then A= LDLT, where D=diag (1, z, i) and 
However, A is not an inverse M-matrix, since if A- ’ = B = (bii), then 
R. Plemmons pointed out to me this basic difference in characterizing 
M-matrices and in characterizing inverse M-matrices. 
Before giving the normalized version of the Gauss-Jordan algorithm, we 
present the standard formulas. Given C (‘)= C = ( cii) an rr X n matrix, the 
inverse of C can be generated in n pivot steps as C -’ = Cc”+‘) provided no 
pivot ciz vanishes. Assume that 1 < m < n, and denote c$“) by c,, and c$” ‘) 
by c$. Let i, i # m; then the update formulas are 
ciy- =cji - CimCmi/ cm,, (66) 
ciz = - ci,/ cmm, (67) 
czi = cmi / cmm 9 (68) 
C At= l/%wn. (69) 
Assume that C is an inverse M-matrix, and let L = (1,2,, . . ,m - 1) and 
M=(m,m+l,..., n). Then N=(l,2 , . . . , n) = (L, M), and the Gauss-Jordan 
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blocks are given by 
(M-matrix), (70) 
CLM = $--‘CLM >0, (4 (71) 
(inverse M-matrix). (73) 
For 1< m < n + 1 and for i, i any two distinct indices in N, if C is an inverse 
M-matrix, then CL”‘)> 0, ~4”) > 0 for i > m, and c$“) < 0 for j < m. Because of 
the known sign pattern for the elements in the matrices C(“), we introduce 
the following sequence { A(“)( 1 < m < 12 + l} of normalized Gauss-Jordan 
matrices, where the diagonal elements maintain the value unity and the 
off-diagonal elements remain nonnegative for inverse M-matrices. Let A(“)= 
(a$)); then for i + i, 
(74) 
where p=I for j<m, and p=2 for j>m. If C-‘=B=($), then for i#i, 
&+I)= 
- bij 
‘1 
[ biibji]1’2 ’
(75) 
In giving the update formulas for A@+‘) we use the same notation 
convention as in (66)-(69). For i, j,m distinct indices in N, 
q; = 
uii - ui,umj 
[PimPmy ’ 
P-6) 
(77) 
(78) 
(79) 
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where p=l for i<m, and p=2 for i>m. We have 
%+ l,m (m+2) =ap~lm,ap;~)l=a~;+l, 3 I 
since if UZ) < 1 and u,u > 0, then z= u/[l- UV]‘/~ and w= v/[l- UV]‘/~ if 
and only if u=z/[l+x~]~/~ and ~=w/[l+xw]‘/~. 
THEOREM 3. Zf C = (cii) is a positive n X n matrix with n > 3 and A(“) is 
defined in terms of Cc”‘) via (74), then C is an inverse M-matrix if and only 
if all 2 x 2 principal minors of C are positive and 
Cd._. (4 (rn)>O 
41 aik ati (80) 
for 1 < m < n and for all distinct triples i,i, k in N such that either 
min(i,i,k)=m or k=m and min(i,j)<m. 
Proof. We use the same convention as before about supressing the 
superscript m. Assume that C is an inverse M-matrix, then cp) > 0 for all i,m 
in N, and thus pi,,, > 0. We have that a,$$ is an inverse M-matrix, so by (15) 
the condition (80) holds for all distinct triples i, 1, k in M = (m,m + 1,. . . , n). 
Since 0 < aiT = [uij - ai,a,j]/[p,,P,i] ‘12, Eq. (80) holds for m = k with i, j,m 
distinct. This completes the “only if” part of the proof. Assume (80) holds 
and that l- a,!:)a{f) > 0 for i > 1. We wish to show by induction on m, 
1 < m < n + 1, that 
(81) 
for all distinct i, j in N, and 
1 - a!T”)a!?) >0 
‘1 1’ (82) 
for all i> i > m. Let m= 1; then for i#i, u~~=c~~/[c~~c~~]~~~>O and l- 
a$%$) = [ cii cji - ciicii] / [ ciicii] > 0. Assume that (81) and (82) have been estab- 
lished for a given m where 1< m < n. Then for i > j > m + 1 the identities 
aii - a,, ami umi - a,, aii 
aii = 1 - aimami + ai, l-aimu,i ’ 
aii - uWumi a,, - ami aii 
‘ii = 1 - ai,ami +a* 1-a. a ’ 
P v 
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together with (76) and (80), yield 
+ + _ (%i- aimam~)(uii- apnumi) ~ a,,a,, 
aii aji - 
(l-uimumi~(l-ujmum~) 
‘I I” 
where the superscript (m) has been supressed and superscript 
(m + 1). Thus for i > j > m + 1, 
l-u!m+‘)u!m+l)> l-uji+#)>(). 
'1 1' 
91 
+ refers to 
(83) 
For k < m we have pkrn = pmk = 1+ uk)u$) > I> 0 from (81). Also, if k > m, 
then by (82) pkm = pmk = 1 - u/$z~$ > 0. Thus for all k # m we have cki = 
c,,p,, > 0, and for i, i, m distinct, a]:), a,$‘), u$“) - a/~)~,$‘) are nonnegative 
and pim,pmi are positive. From the update formulas it follows that (81) and 
(82) are satisfied with m replaced by m+ 1. This completes the induction 
argument and the proof of Theorem 3, since c$r) > 0 for k # m and u$“‘) > 0 
for i, j,m distinct, where 1 < m < n + 1 are both necessary and sufficient 
conditions for C to be an inverse M-matrix. n 
THEOREM 4. Zf A = A (‘I = u$$ is an inverse M-matrix with unit diugo- 
nal, then for II = detA we have 
A = fl (1 - u~,$zj,$) > fl (1 - uj;cz$) > 0, (84) 
i,m i,m 
where the double products are for all pairs i,m such that 1 G m < i < n. 
Proof, Assume that 1~ m < n, and let 6 (q&d) = detu,&$, where M= 
(m,L) and L=(m+l,...,n); then 
S(u~~)=S(u~~+l))i~~(l-ujmm)(l~)). (85) 
The product formula in (84) for evaluating detA follows from (85) by 
induction on m. The positive lower bound for detA follows from (83). n 
REMARK. If A = A(‘) is an inverse M-matrix, and for some m such that 
2 < m < n there is a distinct pair of indices i, i in M = (m, m + 1,. . . , n) for 
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which a$“) = 0, then a#4 is reducible, since it is also an inverse M-matrix and 
zeros can occur in such a matrix only because of reducibility. 
WORST-CASE ANALYSIS 
We wish to examine the sequence of containment intervals for the 
off-diagonal elements 
for the positive r x r matrix aM, cm) = G,,, with unit diagonal, where M = (m, M,) 
=(m,m+l,..., n), r=n-m+l>3, and the matrices G,, l<m<n-2, are 
generated by repeated application of (76) and (79). If (86) is satisfied for all 
distinct i, j in M and 
o<x;<y,<x,<1, 
then every principal 3 X 3 submatrix of G,,, is an inverse M-matrix, since for 
all distinct triples i, j, k in M we have 1 - a~m)a~m) > 1 - xi > 0 and a!“)- 
aji;m)ai!) > ym - xz > 0. Given .‘: = x,,, and y = y,,,, in the worst case o ? the 
smallest y + = ym + 1 and the largest x + = x,,, + i we have 
y-x2 X-Y2 
y+= l_xy’ x+=- l-XY’ (88) 
THEOREM 5. Let A = a,, (‘) be a positive n x n matrix with unit diagonal 
and with off-diagonal elements satisfying (86). If the successive worst-case 
containment intervals [ y,,,, x,,,] generated via (88) satisfy (87) for m < n - 2, 
then A is an inverse M-matrix. 
Proof. Let N=(L,M), where L=(l,2,...,m-1) and M=(m,m+ 
1 ,...,n) with 2<m<n-2. If aMM-aMLaLZ’aLM=F=f~~, Ael=B=bNN, 
then blMM = F - ’ and aAm) = hi/[ fiif;i]1/2. We have that apJ$ is a positive 
matrix with unit diagonal and with off-diagonal elements satisfying (Se), and 
since (87) is satisfied, we have that for m = n - 2, aE,$ is an inverse M-matrix. 
Thus bMM is an M-matrix. The ordering of the diagonal elements of A is 
clearly irrelevant, so all the diagonal elements of B are positive and all 
off-diagonal elements are zero or negative; that is, B is an M-matrix and A is 
an inverse M-matrix. n 
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There is considerable difficulty in establishing directly from the transfor- 
mation (88) a functional relationship among x1, yr, n similar to (33) and (34) 
which guarantees that (87) is satisfied for 1 < m < n - 2. Since 
o<y+<y++2tx+=y, (89) 
y+<x+<x++yy+=x<1, (90) 
the critical relationship is x2< y. Let u = x2/y and o = y2/x; then from (87) 
it follows that 0 < o < u < 1, and from (88) that 
U+ (1- 0)” 
u= (l-u)(l-Uuz)) . (91) 
Since (1- o)/(l- U) > 1 and (1- o)/(l- UD) < 1, the growth pattern for the 
sequence ur, u2,. . . , u,,_~ is a nontrivial function of the relations between x1, 
yr, and n. 
My work on this started from a question by M. Wayne Wilson, who had 
a class of positive matrices in approximation theory and computer runs 
verified numerically that they were inverse M-matrices. 1 also acknowledge 
fruitful discussions with Alan Hoffmn and Nick Pippenger on the existence 
of scaling to guarantee that (25) is satisfied. I’m indebted to a referee for 
suggesting Ref. [S], which involves an interesting application of inverse 
M-matrices and their inequalities to the Ising model of ferromagnetism. 
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